The Balancing of a Forecast
written by Robert Giordano (founder of pvtpointmktres.com)
Using the stock General Electric (symbol GE) as our forecasting example, we see some
interesting results when properly combined and balanced with the unique key indicators
shown above. As we shall see, each single chart is only a small piece to A much larger
forecasting system, shown in the following examples.

KEY#1…Ganns cycle years (Monthly trend change periods for 2002 and 2003) From this
general information we see for the year 2002 the monthly high probability trend change
periods are from the 3rd- 5th month, and 7th-10th month.
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From this general information we see for the year 2003 the monthly high probability
trend change periods are from: The 1st-3rd month, 5th month and the 7th-8th month KEY
#2…. Monthly time counts When using the monthly time balancing charts (fig # 1) we
see the average MINOR top to top time cycle periods to be 3-5 months and the MAJOR
time cycle periods to be 8-10 months.

On the bottom to bottom time cycle counts we find the average MINOR cycle periods to
be 2,months, 4months,and 6 months, and 10-13 months for the MAJOR periods.
From the low in Sept./01 to the low in July /02 was 10 months From the low in Jan./02 to
the low in July/02 was 6 months (these time periods balanced perfectly with key # 1)
From the top in March. /02 to the top in Aug./02 was 5 months From the top in Nov./01
to the top in Aug./02 was 9 months (Again these periods balanced with key # 1)
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KEY #3…Monthly fibonacci time counts. 1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55,ext… The low in
July/02 was 8 months from the top in Nov./01,was 14 months (1 over) from the top in
May /01, and 35 months (1 over) from the Aug./99 bottom. From the top in Aug./02 the
fib. # Counts were 8 months from the Jan./02 low, was 12 months (1 short) from the
Sept./01 low, and was 21 months from the high in Dec./00.

KEY #4…Weekly time counts. As we approach a potential monthly trend change period
we use this method to narrow down the time periods to give an estimate of the actual
trend change week. (Chart fig. # 2-5) The average weekly top to top time swings are from
3-5 weeks, and 6-7 weeks for MINOR periods, and 9-10,14-15, also 21-25 weeks for the
MAJOR swings. From the bottom to bottom swing periods we see 2-3 weeks, 4-5 weeks
and 7 weeks for the MINOR periods, and 9-10,12-13,17-19,and 24-26 week for the
MAJOR time cycle counts. Using the major weekly low on 7/26/02, it was 25 weeks
from the low on 2/01/01,it was 12 weeks from the low on 5/03/02, and it was 7 weeks
from the low on 6/7/02 (as we can see each period balanced perfectly with the 7/26/02
low) From the top on 8/23/02 to the top on 5/17/02 was 14 weeks, to the top on 3/08/02 it
was 24 weeks, and to the top on 8/09/02 it was 2 weeks (again all periods balanced)
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KEY #5…. Gann Angles (fig #6) When using the Gann angles on the daily chart, along
with the proper price scale you can greatly increase your odds for success. This tool
giving the approximate trend change date, along with the general price support and
resistance levels present at that time.
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As we see on the chart the angle of 60 degrees starting from the top on 7/15/02 crossed
the exact low on 7/24/02, and the 43 degree angle from the bottom on 7/24/02 crossed the
exact price on the final monthly, weekly, and daily time period high on 8/22/02.

KEY #6…Planetary number squares (Venus price longitude working off of the square of
12. Fig # 7-8) Going over several years of past daily data on GE and finding the proper
price scale, we see when the planet Venus's daily motion is plotted on the 12x12 number
square (not the 144 overlay) we see it holds the price of GE almost 70-80%of the timeout
shows as you can see on the chart many minor and major price support and resistance
levels within its price channels. (Solid lines are price conjunction points 360 degrees, and
the broken lines are opposition points, 180 degrees) Combining this data with the Gann
angles we see on the exact date of the low on 7/24/02 the price channel was .125 cents off
the exact Venus opposition point. On the exact top on 8/22/02 Venus price was conjunct
the final high too the penny. Confirming the various other tools.

KEY #7 ………Astro energy dates (mundane and individual) The dates of most of the
high and low trend change periods from both major and minor reversals are also
systematically consistent with many of the natural and individual astronomical energy
dates (not shown here) from the Bayer,Jensen,Gann, and Dewey research. As we now can
see from the amount of time, research, and work that was spent on just one stock, you can
now get the general idea of the importance of having the proper tools. Gann grids may
only be one small tool in this literally never ending study it however in my opinion, will
help you gain a better understanding of this great science by saving you the much needed
time for further research.

PS...The balancing of the next major GE cycle period from the monthly, weekly, fib. #
counts, and astro data clusters are forming in Jan - Feb of 2003. The astro dates for each
month are Jan. 2-3,9th,and*18-22.For Feb. they are *4-5,12-13,and 24th · *…Means very
important periods.

The above information is for research purposes only. It is not intended in any way to be
used as trading advice.

